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Abstract

The excitatory amino acid transporter type 2 (EAAT2) represents the major mechanism for removal of extracellular glutamate. In the hippocampus, there is some EAAT2 in axon-terminals, whereas most of the protein is found in astroglia. The functional importance of the neuronal EAAT2 is unknown, and it is debated whether EAAT2 expressing nerve terminals are present in other parts of the brain. Here we selectively deleted the EAAT2 gene in neurons (by crossing EAAT2-flox mice with synapsin 1-Cre mice in the C57B6 background). To reduce interference from astroglial EAAT2, we measured glutamate accumulation in crude tissue homogenates. EAAT2 proteins levels were measured by immunoblotting. Although synapsin 1-Cre mediated gene deletion only reduced the forebrain tissue content of EAAT2 protein to 95.5 ± 3.4 % of wild-type (littermate) controls, the glutamate accumulation in homogenates of neocortex, hippocampus, striatum and thalamus were nevertheless diminished to, respectively, 54 ± 4, 46 ± 3, 46 ± 2 and 65 ± 7 % of controls (average ± SEM, n=3 pairs of littermates). GABA uptake was unaffected. After injection of U-13C-glucose, lack of neuronal EAAT2 resulted in higher 13C-labeling of glutamine and GABA in the hippocampus suggesting that neuronal EAAT2 is partly short-circuiting the glutamate-glutamine cycle in wild-type mice. Crossing synapsin 1-Cre mice with Ai9 reporter mice revealed that Cre-mediated excision occurred efficiently in hippocampus CA3, but less efficiently in other regions and hardly at all in the cerebellum. Conclusions: (1) EAAT2 is expressed in nerve terminals in multiple brain regions. (2) The uptake catalyzed by neuronal EAAT2 plays a role
in glutamate metabolism, at least in the hippocampus. (3) Synapsin 1-Cre does not delete floxed genes in all neurons, and the contribution of neuronal EAAT2 is therefore likely to be larger than revealed in the present study.

**High-lights**

- Nerve terminals expressing EAAT2 are widely distributed in the brain and are not limited to the hippocampus
- Deletion of neuronal EAAT2 leads re-routing of extracellular glutamate
- Synapsin 1-Cre mice does not delete floxed genes in all neurons. This raises the question if there are more EAAT2 in neurons than we managed to detect here.
1. **Introduction**

The importance of glutamate uptake for controlling the excitatory action of glutamate is well established (Danbolt, 2001; Tzingounis and Wadiche, 2007; Vandenberg and Ryan, 2013). There are five different glutamate (excitatory amino acid) transporters (EAATs) in the mammalian central nervous system. EAAT1 is selectively expressed in astroglial cells in the central nervous system (Lehre et al., 1995), while EAAT3 (Holmseth et al., 2012a) and EAAT4 (Dehnes et al., 1998) are expressed in soma and dendrites of neurons. The most important subtype, however, is EAAT2 (GLT-1; slc1a2) which represents more than 95 % of the total glutamate uptake activity in the mature forebrain (Haugeto et al., 1996; Otis and Kavanaugh, 2000). Mice lacking EAAT2 in the central nervous system have lethal spontaneous seizures starting at around three weeks of age (Tanaka et al., 1997; Zhou et al., 2014a) when wildtype animals already robustly express EAAT2 (Ullensvang et al., 1997; Furuta et al., 1997). The EAAT2 protein is known to be predominantly expressed in astroglia (Danbolt et al., 1992; Levy et al., 1993; Rothstein et al., 1994; Lehre et al., 1995), and selective deletion of the EAAT2 gene in astrocytes is sufficient to produce lethal spontaneous seizures (Petr et al., 2015), while lack of the other EAAT-subtypes is not lethal (for review: Zhou and Danbolt, 2013).

Unresolved questions concern the presence and functional roles of EAAT2 in neurons (for review: Danbolt et al., 2016a). Early electron microscopy data suggested that nerve terminals, at least in cortex and striatum, are able to take up glutamate (e.g. Beart, 1976; McLennan, 1976; Gundersen et al., 1993),
though the responsible carrier(s) was not determined. Although EAAT2 mRNA is present in the majority of neurons in multiple CNS regions (Torp et al., 1994; Schmitt et al., 1996; Torp et al., 1997; Berger and Hediger, 1998; Berger and Hediger, 2000; Berger and Hediger, 2001), initial studies failed to detect the EAAT2 protein in normal mature brain tissue (for review: Zhou and Danbolt, 2014) despite active searches for it. As EAAT2 protein was detected in retinal bipolar cells (Rauen, 2000; Harada et al., 1998; Palmer et al., 2003), in brain neurons during development (Northington et al., 1998; Northington et al., 1999), in neurons in diseased brain tissue (Martin et al., 1997) and in cultured neurons (e.g. Mennerick et al., 1998; Plachez et al., 2000), it was assumed that several types of neurons have the potential to express EAAT2 although EAAT2 protein was not detected (for review, see section 4.2 in Danbolt, 2001).

The presence of glutamate transporters in axon-terminals has thereby been a puzzle (Zhou and Danbolt, 2014) until it was shown electron microscopically that terminals in CA1 (originating from the CA3 pyramidal cells) indeed express EAAT2 (Chen et al., 2004; Furness et al., 2008). Chen and co-workers (2004) used a pre-embedding peroxidase technique and counted labeled terminals. This revealed a substantial heterogeneity as only a subpopulation was labeled. Furness and co-workers (2008) used immunogold to permit quantification of the EAAT2 immunoreactivity and concluded that around 80 % of the gold particles were present over astrocytes, and that most of the remainder was associated with axons and terminals. As most of the labeled terminals were labeled with only one gold-particle, it was clear that the
immunogold method was stretched to its limits. About half of the terminals were unlabeled, but as 3/4 of the terminals were able to accumulate D-aspartate by an EAAT2-dependent mechanism, it was concluded that the majority of the terminals expressed EAAT2 and that EAAT2 is the only (significant) glutamate transporter in axon-terminals (Furness et al., 2008).

The above studies focused on the hippocampus. Therefore it remains to be determined if EAAT2 is expressed in terminals elsewhere. Rather than using the immunogold method, which is labor intensive and has low sensitivity as explained above (see also: Zhou and Danbolt, 2014), a more cost-efficient method is needed if the whole brain is to be screened.

When examining tissue homogenates and synaptosomal preparations electron microscopically with respect to D-aspartate accumulation, it was noted that most of the uptake, even in crude hippocampal homogenates, occurred in the nerve terminals (Furness et al., 2008). There was also labeling in some glial elements in agreement with others (Henn et al., 1976; Nakamura et al., 1993), but the predominance of nerve terminal labeling was remarkable considering the very high levels of EAAT2 in astrocytes and the low levels in terminals. Because of the high levels of internal glutamate it was hypothesized that this selectivity for neuronal EAAT2, rather than astroglial EAAT2, was due to differences in the relative rates of heteroexchange and net uptake, but that hypothesis was refuted (Zhou et al., 2014b). Instead we hypothesized (Danbolt et al., 2016a) that the selectivity was simply due to differences between pinched of terminals and glial fragments with respect to ability to form sealed compartments after
homogenization (Fig. 1). This was tested experimentally. Neuronal deletion of EAAT2 resulted in a large reduction in glutamate accumulation by synaptosomes and crude tissue homogenates despite minor reductions in total EAAT2 protein (Petr et al., 2015) as predicted by electron microscopy (Furness et al., 2008). In contrast, astroglial deletion of EAAT2 hardly affected the accumulation by synaptosomes (Petr et al., 2015). However, when the same tissue homogenates were solubilized and the transporters reconstituted into artificial cell membranes, liposomes (Danbolt et al., 1990; Trotti et al., 1995), then the quantitative dominance of the astroglial EAAT2 was revealed (Petr et al., 2015). This result was taken as support for the above notion that most of the astroglial EAAT2 in a crude homogenate resides in membranes that do not form tight compartments and thereby does not contribute to the measured uptake. But when all EAAT2 is taken out of the native membranes and inserted into new ones, then astroglial and neuronal EAAT2 molecules will both contribute, and as there are more astroglial EAAT2 molecules than neuronal ones, the astroglial ones dominate.

Here we combined this selective resealing (Furness et al., 2008) with conditional deletion of the EAAT2 gene (Zhou et al., 2014a) in order to screen for neuronal EAAT2. To include as many axon-terminal types as possible, we decided to use crude homogenates. We report that there is EAAT2 catalyzed glutamate uptake in terminals in various brain areas and thereby not only in the hippocampus. We also report that i.p. administration of $^{13}$C-glucose leads to $^{13}$C-labeling of several amino acids, including glutamate, glutamine and GABA. Loss of neuronal EAAT2 leads to an increase of $^{13}$C-Labeling of glutamine and GABA
from $^{13}$C glucose in hippocampus, suggesting increased reliance on uptake of extracellular glutamate into astroglia and GABAergic neurons in the absence of nerve terminal EAAT2. Finally, the synapsin 1-Cre line fails to express Cre in large subsets of neurons. This implies that the reported reductions in synaptosomal glutamate accumulation determined here probably represent underestimations of the contributions of neuronal EAAT2 mediated uptake.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

N,N' methylene bisacrylamide was from Promega (Madison, WI, USA). Molecular mass markers for SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS PAGE) and nitrocellulose sheets (0.22 μm pores, 100 % nitrocellulose) were from GE Healthcare (Buckinghamshire, UK). Paraformaldehyde was from Electron Microscopy Sciences (Hatfield, PA, USA), and glutaraldehyde was from TAAB (Reading, UK). L-$[^{3}H]$glutamic acid (52 Ci/mmol) and $[^{3}H]$GABA (89 Ci/mmol) were from Amersham (Buckinghamshire, UK). Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) of high purity (>99 % C12 alkyl sulfate) and nitrocellulose filters (HAWP; 0.45 μm pores) were from Millipore (Carrigtwohill, C. Cork, Ireland). Electrophoresis equipment was from Hoefer Scientific Instruments (San Francisco, CA, USA). All other reagents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).

2.2. Animals

All animal studies were carried out in accordance with the European
Communities Council Directive of 24 November 1986 (86/609/EEC). Formal approval to conduct the experiments was obtained from the animal subjects review board of the Norwegian Governmental Institute of Public Health (Oslo, Norway). Care was taken to avoid suffering and minimize the number of the experimental animals. The mice were housed in individually ventilated (IVC) cages at constant temperature and humidity, and were fed with Harlan Teklad 2018 (Harlan Laboratories Inc., Indianapolis, IN, USA) with the access to water ad libitum as described previously (Lehre et al., 2011). Biopsies from ear or tail were collected for determining genotype (Zhou et al., 2014a).

To be able to utilize the Cre-LoxP recombinase system (Gu et al., 1993; Rajewsky et al., 1996; Le and Sauer, 2000) we have previously tagged the EAAT2 gene (slc1a2) in mice by inserting a unique unidirectional DNA sequence (a "LoxP-site") before and after exon 3 and 4 in such a way that cyclization recombinase (Cre) mediated excision will result, not only in removal of the mentioned exons, but also in a frame shift preventing expression of a truncated protein. We hereafter refer to these mice as "EAAT2-flox mice" (MGI:5576462; B6.Cg-Slc1a2tm1.1Ncd/J; RRID:IMSR_JAX:026619; Stock no. 026619; Jackson Laboratory; Zhou et al., 2014a). [Genes with LoxP sites on each side are referred to as being "floxed" (an acronym for "flanking LoxP sites").]

Mice with Cre under control of the rat synapsin 1 promotor (B6.Cg-Tg(Syn1-cre)671Jxm/J; Rempe et al., 2006; RRID:IMSR_JAX:003966; Stock no. 003966; Jackson Laboratory) are hereafter referred to as "synapsin 1-Cre mice". They express Cre selectively in neurons. Therefore, to selectively delete EAAT2
in neurons we crossed synapsin 1-Cre mice with EAAT2-flox mice. Experimental mice were produced from breeding homozygote EAAT2-flox mice (flox/flox) and mice heterozygote for both Cre and flox (flox/wt; Cre/0). This yielded control mice with normal EAAT2 expression ([flox/flox; 0/0] and [flox/wt; 0/0]) as well as homozygote knockout mice ([flox/flox; Cre/0]) from the same litters. These neuronal knockout mice are hereafter referred to as "Syn1-EAAT2 knockout". Both genders were used.

As the interpretation of the results depend on the specificity and efficiency of Cre-expression, it is imperative to validate the synapsin 1-Cre mice. To enable identification of cells lacking the floxed gene we crossed the synapsin 1-Cre mice (Cre/0) with homozygote Ai9 reporter mice (B6; 129S6-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm9(CAG-tdTomato)Hze/J; Madisen et al., 2010; RRID:IMSR_JAX:007905; Stock no. 007905; Jackson Laboratory). These mice harbor the gene encoding red fluorescent protein tdTomato, but in such a way that this protein is not expressed unless a floxed DNA stretch blocking expression is removed. Thus, when Cre is expressed in these mice, then expression of the red fluorescent protein tdTomato is permanently turned on in the cells themselves as well as in their descendants.

2.3. Antibodies

Affinity purified anti-peptide antibodies to sheep anti-EAAT2 (Ab#8; RRID:AB_2714090; Li et al., 2012), rabbit anti-EAAT1 (GLAST; Ab#314; RRID:AB_2314561; Holmseth et al., 2009) and rabbit anti-EAAT3 (EAAC1; Ab#371; RRID:AB_2714048; Holmseth et al., 2012b) were from the same batch.
as previously described. Because antibody batches may differ from each other (Danbolt et al., 2016b), we identify antibody batches by the unique identification number (“Ab#”) they are given by our electronic laboratory information system (software provided by Science Linker AS; Oslo, Norway).

Rabbit anti-VGLUT1 (Cat. No. 135303; RRID:AB_88787), rabbit anti-VGLUT2 (Cat. No. 135403; RRID:AB_1937236), mouse monoclonal anti-parvalbumin (Cl. 58E1; Cat. No. 195011G) and anti-Calbindin (D28K; Cat. No. 214011G) were gifts from Henrik Martens (Synaptic System GmbH, Goettingen, Germany). Mouse monoclonal anti-synaptophysin (Cat No. S5768; RRID:AB_477523) was purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). Mouse monoclonal anti-NeuN was obtained from Chemicon (Cat. No. MAB377; RRID:AB_2298772). IRDye 680RD Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) (Cat. No. P/N 926-68073) and IRDye 800CW Donkey anti-mouse IgG (H+L) (Cat. No. P/N 926-32212) were from Li-Cor Bioscience UK Ltd and Alexa Fluor 680 AffiniPure Donkey anti-sheep IgG (H+L) (Cat. No. 713-625-147; RRID:AB_2340753) was from Jackson ImmunoResearch. Alexa fluor goat anti-mouse 488 antibodies were purchased from Molecular probes (Eugene, OR, USA).

2.4. L-[3H]glutamate or [3H]GABA uptake in crude synaptosomal preparations

Crude synaptosomal homogenates were prepared as described before (Thangnipon et al., 1983). Mice (8-14 weeks old) were killed by cervical dislocation. The brains were rapidly removed, dissected and weighed. The dissected parts were immediately homogenized in 10 volumes ice-cold 0.32 M
sucrose using a motorized Potter-Elvehjem (glass-Teflon) homogenizer. The homogenates were diluted 1+9 in ice-cold 0.32 M sucrose and kept on ice until the use. Glutamate or GABA transport activities were determined as described previously (Levy et al., 1995). Briefly, the uptake reactions (run in triplicate) were started by adding 50 μl of the above crude synaptosomes into 450 μl Krebs’ solution with 1 μM radiolabeled amino acids (140 mM NaCl, 15 mM NaPi pH 7.4, 5 mM KCl, 10 mM Glucose, 1.2 mM CaCl₂, 1.2 mM MgSO₄ and 0.5 mg/ml BSA) at 30°C. After incubation (1 min for glutamate uptake, 3 min for GABA uptake), the reactions were terminated by dilution in 2 ml ice-cold Krebs’ solution and filtration through Millipore cellulose nitrate acetate filters (0.45 μm pores; Millipore, Darnstadt, Germany). The filters were washed and dissolved for liquid scintillation counting (PerkinElmer, Massachusetts, USA). One pair of knockout and control littermate mice was used in each experiment. The results are presented as percent of control (average ± SEM where n represents the number of independent experiments). Unpaired student's T-test was used to compare the means of two groups of data. P-values are given when there were statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) between the data from the Syn1-EAAT2 knockout mice and the control mice.

2.5. Tissue preparation for electrophoresis and immunoblotting

Tissue was homogenized in 10-20 volumes of 1% SDS in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer with pH 7.4 (NaPi). The homogenates were then subjected to
SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and immunoblotted as described (Holmseth et al., 2009). Precise loading was ensured by first measuring the total protein concentrations of the homogenates by the method of Lowry (Lowry et al., 1951). Then the samples were applied onto the gels using a Hamilton syringe (Hamilton Robotics, NV, USA). The protein actually transferred to the nitrocellulose membranes were checked using Ponceau-S stain in combination with REVERT total protein stain (Cat. no. P/N926-11010, Li-Cor Bioscience). Finally, identical blots were prepared in parallel and probed with different primary antibodies. Briefly, the blots were first rinsed in PBS (10 mM NaPi pH7.4 and 135 mM NaCl) and then were blocked (1 hour) with 0.05% (w/v) casein in PBS before incubating with primary antibodies in BSA (30mg/ml) in PBST (PBS with 1 ml/liter Tween 20 and 0.5 mg/ml NaN₃) overnight, room temperature. The membrane was rinsed (4x10 min) with PBST before incubation (1 hour) in secondary antibody solution (1:10000 - 1:20000). The membranes were subsequently rinsed several times with PBST and then PBS to remove residual Tween 20 before scanning using an infrared scanner (Licor Odyssey system, LI-COR Biotechnology-UK Ltd, Cambridge, UK). The scanner had two channels permitting double labeling and thereby offering more reliable comparisons. Densitometric data were extracted from the 16bit image files by means of the gel analyzer tool included in our electronic laboratory information system (software provided by Science Linker AS; Oslo, Norway). The results are presented as percent of control (average ± SEM where n represents the number of pairs of littermates) and are based on all three concentrations. The experiments have
been repeated independently with tissue from 3-4 pairs wild-type and knockout littermates. Unpaired student's T-test was used to compare the means of two groups of data. P-values are given when there were statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) between the data from the Syn1-EAAT2 knockout mice and the control mice. For in debt discussions about specificity controls and other methodological precautions, see our previous reports (e.g. Holmseth et al., 2009; Holmseth et al., 2012b; Danbolt et al., 2016b).

2.6. Immunocytochemistry

Mice were perfusion-fixed as described previously (Danbolt et al., 1998). Briefly, they were given a lethal dose of ZFR cocktail (at least 0.1 ml per 10 g body weight). ZRF is of a mixture of Zolazepam (3.3 mg/ml; CAS 31352-82-6), Tiletamine (3.3 mg/ml; CAS 14176-49-9), Xylazine (0.5 mg/ml; CAS 7361-61-7) and Fentanyl (2.6 μg/ml; CAS 437-38-7). After cessation of all reflexes, the mice were perfused first with 0.1 M NaPi pH7.4 to wash out blood and then immediately followed by 4 % formaldehyde in 0.1 M NaPi with or without 0.1 % glutaraldehyde, as stated, for five minutes. The relevant tissues were collected and immersed in fixative for about 2-3 hour at room temperature. Sections (40 μm thick) were cut from the fixed unfrozen tissue using a Vibratome 1000 plus® (Vibratome, Bannockburn, UK).

Immunofluorescent labeling was done as previously described (Holmseth et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2012). Briefly, the sections were rinsed (3 x 5 min) in
TBST (TBS with 0.5 % Triton X-100), treated with 1 M ethanolamine in 0.1 M NaPi pH 7.4 for 30 min, washed in TBST, incubated (1 hour) in TBST containing 10 % newborn calf serum and 3 % bovine serum albumin followed by incubation with primary antibodies and finally with secondary antibodies (Alexa fluor goat anti-mouse 488, Molecular probes; Eugene, OR, USA) diluted 1:1000 dilution. After being washed 3 times with TBST, the sections were then mounted with ProLong Gold antiFade mountant with DAPI (ThermoFisher Cat. No. P36935) and examined using a Zeiss Axioplan 2 microscope equipped with a Zeiss LSM 510 meta confocal scanner head (Zeiss, Jena, Germany).

2.7. Tissue preparation for liquid chromatography – tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS)

Wild type and KO mice that had been fasted overnight (with free access to water) received [U-13C]glucose, 7.5 µmol/g bodyweight, as an intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of a 0.5 mol/L solution. Fifteen minutes later, the animals were euthanized by cervical dislocation and both hippocampi were rapidly dissected from the brain, immersed into liquid N2 and weighed in the frozen state. Nine parts (volume) of ice cold LC/MS grade methanol (Optima, Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) were added to one part (weight) of frozen brain tissue, followed by homogenization at maximum speed for 90 s in a bead beater using Lysing Matrix D as the bead material (FastPrep, MP Biomedicals, Solon, OH). The samples were centrifuged at 12,000 g at 4°C for 5 minutes and the supernatant was stored at -20°C until processing for LC/MS. Using the AccQ-Tag Ultra kit
(Waters, Milford, MA), 5 µL of undiluted and 5 µL of 1:10 diluted (in methanol) supernatant was derivatized according to the kit procedure using U^{13}C-valine as the internal standard. A set of five-level amino acid calibrators was prepared by dilutions of a stock amino acid solution made from freshly dissoved glutamine powder in water (Cat. # G3126, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) with commercial amino acid standard solutions added to it (Cat. # A6407 and A6282, Sigma-Aldrich). Quality control samples at three different concentrations were made by adding different lots of glutamine powder (Fluka, Sigma-Aldrich) and amino acid solution (Cat. # A9906, Sigma-Aldrich) to extensively dialyzed bovine serum. One set of calibrators and one set of quality controls were included in each batch of derivatized samples.

2.8. LC/MS

On the same day of derivatization, samples were run by LC/MS (Waters Acquity/Xevo TQD, Waters, Milford MA) as follows. Two µL of sample was injected onto a UPLC HSS T3 Column (100Å, 1.8 µm, 2.1 mm X 150 mm, Waters) kept at 40°C, followed by gradient elution using (A) 0.1% formic acid (LC/MS grade, Fisher Scientific) in LC/MS grade water (Optima, Fisher Scientific) and (B) 0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile (Optima, Fisher Scientific) at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. The eluent was sprayed into the source using atmospheric electrospray ionization in the positive mode. Using multiple reaction monitoring, the following ion transitions were detected. Glutamate, m+0 = 318.1>171.1, m+1 = 319.1>171.1, m+2 = 320.1>171.1, m+3 = 321.1>171.1, m+4 = 322.1>171.1
and m+5 = 323.1>171.1. Glutamine, m+0 = 317.1>171.1, m+1 = 318.1>171.1, m+2 = 319.1>171.1, m+3 = 320.1>171.1, m+4 = 321.1>171.1 and m+5 = 322.1>171.1. GABA, m+0 = 274.1>171.1, m+1 = 275.1>171.1, m+2 = 276.1>171.1, m+3 = 277.1>171.1, and m+4 = 278.1>171.1. Alanine, m+0 = 260.1>116.1, m+1 = 261.1>116.1, m+2 = 262.1>116.1, and m+3 = 263.1>116.1. Aspartate, m+0 = 304.1>171.1, m+1 = 305.1>171.1, m+2 = 306.1>171.1, m+3 = 307.1>171.1, and m+4 = 308.1>171.1. For U^{13}-C valine the following transition was used: 293.1>171.1. The area under the peak for each transition was calculated using MarkerLynx (Waters). For determination of isotope ratios, the area of the peak for the isotope of interest was divided by the area under the peak for all measured isotopes for the specific amino acid. For determination of absolute concentrations, the peak area of each amino acid was divided by the peak area of the internal standard. The ratios were compared with the ratios from the standard curve and expressed as µmol/L of eluent. The eluent values were next corrected for sample dilutions and tissue weights, and expressed as µmol/kg of brain tissue, using 1 kg/L as the density of brain tissue. Care was taken to choose peak areas and ratios that were within the linear range of the assay, and to use appropriately diluted samples if not within the range. We have used the above assay for concentration and isotope determinations for brain microdialysis samples, plasma samples and brain tissue samples in our laboratory for several years. The performance characteristics of the assay are as follows. Accuracy (>80%, determined by comparison with accurately weighed-in standards that were spiked in sample matrix), between-run precision for unlabeled and singly
labeled isotopes at natural abundance (coefficient of variation, CV <10% at the concentration levels encountered in this type of samples), for doubly-labeled isotopes at natural abundance (CV typically <20%). Lower limit of quantitation (LOQ), determined as the lowest sample concentration providing a between-run CV of 20%, was for unlabeled amino acids approximately 0.1 µmol/L. The assay was linear in the range of 0.1 to 50 µmol/L.

The percent $^{13}$C enrichment of amino acids (alanine, glutamate, GABA, glutamine, aspartate) was calculated from the total amount of the amino acid in question and the m+3 (alanine) and the m+2 (glutamate, GABA, glutamine, aspartate) isotopomers. We chose to focus on these isotopomers, because the alanine m+3 represents uniformly labeled alanine, [U-$^{13}$C]alanine, which is formed from [U-$^{13}$C]pyruvate (pyruvate m+3), which is the glycolytic end product of [U-$^{13}$C]glucose. The glutamate m+2 (and its derivatives, GABA, glutamine, and aspartate) is formed when [U-$^{13}$C]pyruvate is metabolized by pyruvate dehydrogenase and enters the TCAC as [1,2-$^{13}$C]acetyl-CoA (acetyl-CoA m+2), leading to the formation of [4,5-$^{13}$C]glutamate and its derivatives [4,5-$^{13}$C]glutamine, [1,2-$^{13}$C]GABA, and [1,2-$^{13}$C]- and [3,4-$^{13}$C]aspartate, which are all detected as m+2 by LC/MS.

3. Results

3.1. Deletion of neuronal EAAT2 hardly affects integrity of glutamatergic synapses, but causes a significant reduction in synaptosomal L-$[^{3}$H]glutamate accumulation
Mice where EAAT2 had been selectively deleted in neurons (the Syn1-EAAT2 knockout mice) were unremarkable. They had normal body weight and appeared healthy (data not shown). This was expected based on earlier observations (Petr et al., 2015) using another line of floxed EAAT2 in combination with the same synapsin 1-Cre line.

We then prepared synaptosome containing homogenates from entire forebrains from Syn1-EAAT2 knockout mice (8-14 weeks of age) and their Cre-negative littermates as controls. As shown (Fig. 2A) synaptosomes prepared from Syn1-EAAT2 knockout mice had lower glutamate uptake activities compared to the control mice (61 ± 5 %, n=3, p<0.01), but normal GABA uptake activity (96 ± 3 %; n=3). Both the glutamate and the GABA uptake activities in brain tissue from synapsin 1-Cre mice (8-14 weeks of age) were normal (Fig. 2C) implying that the reduction in glutamate uptake seen in the Syn1-EAAT2 knockout mice (Fig. 2A) was not an effect mediated by Cre alone.

To exclude the possibility that the reduction is not caused by a reduction in the number of glutamatergic synapses, immunoblots were prepared from forebrains as in Figure 1A and probed with antibodies to various marker proteins (Fig. 2B). The blots revealed that the total tissue content of EAAT2 was only reduced by a few percent (95 ± 3 %, n=3), and that the markers tested as controls were basically unaffected: EAAT1 (96 ± 2 %; n=4, p<0.04; glial marker; Lehre et al., 1995), EAAT3 (98 ± 4 %, n=3; neuronal marker: Holmseth et al., 2012a), synaptophysin (97 ± 10 %, n=3; presynaptic marker; Jahn et al., 1985; Navone et al., 1986), vesicular glutamate transporter 1 (VGLUT1) (90 ± 6 %,
n=3) and VGLUT2 (89 ± 9%, n=3; VGLUT1/2 are glutamatergic markers: Li et al., 2013). Immunocytochemistry was performed on tissue from some other Syn1-EAAT2 knockout mice, but no differences were noted in agreement with the blots (Fig. 2D).

Thus, there was only a minor reduction in total forebrain EAAT2 protein in the Syn1-EAAT2 knockouts, but nevertheless a substantial reduction in L-[³H]glutamate accumulation as determined using crude synaptosome containing homogenates.

3.2. Deletion of neuronal EAAT2 reduces synaptosomal glutamate uptake in multiple brain regions and thereby not only in the hippocampus

Homogenates were subsequently prepared from various brain regions and assayed for glutamate and GABA uptake activities (Fig. 3). The uptake activities in the homogenates from the Syn1-EAAT2 knockouts are expressed as percent of those from the control mice (average ± SEM; p-values are given when less than 0.05): hippocampus (46 ± 3 %; n=3, p<0.001), striatum (46 ± 2 %, n=3, p<0.001), neocortex (54 ± 4 %, n=3, p<0.004), and thalamus (65 ± 7 %, n=3, p<0.05). Statistically significant differences between Syn1-EAAT2 knockout mice were neither found in the cerebellum (96 ± 4 %, n =4) nor in the brain stem (92 ± 3.5 %, n =3).

GABA uptake was measured in the same homogenates as part of the same experiments, and was found not to be affected to a statistically significant degree: hippocampus (100 ± 4.0 %, n =3), neocortex (96 ± 2 %, n=3), striatum
(109 ± 8 %, n=3), thalamus (104 ± 5 %, n=3), cerebellum (97 ± 4 %, n=4) and brain stem (108 ± 2 %, n=3).

3.3. Loss of neuronal EAAT2 leads to increased $^{13}$C-labeling of glutamine and GABA from $^{13}$C-glucose in hippocampus

Wildtype and Syn1-EAAT2 knockout mice had similar total levels of alanine, glutamate, glutamine, and GABA in the brain regions examined (hippocampus, neocortex, thalamus, and cerebellum), with no significant differences between the groups (data not shown).

In the hippocampus we found that the $^{13}$C-labeling of alanine was significantly greater than that of glutamate in both wildtype and Syn1-EAAT2 knockout mice (Table 1; p<0.005; paired t-test), reflecting how the $^{13}$C label in glucose first travels through glycolysis, labeling pyruvate as $[{U-^{13}}$C]pyruvate (which may be converted to alanine), before it enters the TCA cycle as $[1,2-^{13}$C]acetyl-CoA (acetyl-CoA m+2) and labels glutamate, glutamine, GABA, and aspartate with two $^{13}$C carbons. The $^{13}$C-labeling of alanine from $[{U-^{13}}$C]glucose was similar in the two groups, as was the labeling of glutamate. In contrast, $^{13}$C-labeling of glutamine and GABA was significantly higher in the hippocampus from Syn1-EAAT2 knockout mice, being 15% and 10% higher, respectively (Table 1).

3.4. Cre expression in the synapsin 1-Cre mice do not occur in all neurons

As the results of the present study depend on the Cre-mediated recombination, we tested the efficiency of the synapsin 1-Cre construction by crossing these
mice with Ai9 reporter mice (Madisen et al., 2010). Cells in the latter mice start expressing tdTomato once Cre has excised a piece of DNA blocking the expression. This particular reporter line was chosen because it is highly sensitive to low levels of Cre facilitating efficient identification of Cre-positive cell populations (Madisen et al., 2010).

As expected from available data (Zhu et al., 2001; Allan Brain Altas: http://mouse.brain-map.org), crossing of synapsin 1-Cre mice with the Ai9 reporter mice resulted in a widespread neuron selective expression of tdTomato in agreement with the notion that synapsin 1-Cre is active in multiple neuronal populations. However, we also noted that multiple neurons failed to turn on tdTomato expression. For instance, the cerebellar granule cells were tdTomato negative (Fig. 4). The few cerebellar neurons that were tdTomato positive were mostly a subpopulation of GABAergic neurons (Fig. 4). In the neocortex, Cre expression showed a laminar pattern with the highest frequency of tdTomato positive cells in layers IV and VI with intermediate frequency in layer V and the lowest frequency in layers II and III (Fig. 5). The pyramidal cells in hippocampus CA3 and the granule cells in the dentate gyrus were mostly positive, but many CA1 pyramidal cells and interneurons were negative (Fig. 6). There were also tdTomato negative neurons elsewhere, e.g. in the striatum where the vast majority were negative (Fig. 4D). The images shown here (Figs. 3-5) are from two month old mice, but two weeks old mice displayed a very similar pattern (data not shown) giving no indication that the result is age dependent.
4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Most brain EAAT2 protein remains after deletion in neurons

When tissue samples from another synapsin 1-Cre directed conditional EAAT2-knockout mouse line were immunoblotted to quantify the reduction in EAAT2 proteins, only a 2.4 % non-statistically significant reduction was found (Petr et al., 2015). Here we repeated this, but using another EAAT2-flox line and an infrared Western blot scanner rather than photographic film in order to get more accurate measurements. In agreement with Petr and co-workers (2015), the reduction was so small that it was hard to obtain statistically significant data. The exact values we arrived at depended on what we used as loading control and on how we determined background, but appeared to be somewhere within the range 2-8 %. Thus, it was safe to conclude that the reduction in total tissue levels was minor. We did not pursue this to obtain more accurate values considering that the synapsin 1-Cre line was not active in all neurons (see below).

4.2. Neuronal EAAT2 expression is not limited to the hippocampus

Here we took advantage of the preference of the synaptosome assay for nerve terminally located transporters (Furness et al., 2008; Petr et al., 2015). This allowed us to quickly screen multiple brain regions for loss of neuronal EAAT2 activity following synapsin 1-Cre mediated deletion of floxed EAAT2. Deletion of the EAAT2 gene in neurons resulted in major reductions of glutamate uptake activities in homogenates from neocortex, striatum and thalamus in
addition to hippocampus suggesting that EAAT2 is expressed in terminals in all these regions.

4.3. Loss of neuronal EAAT2 leads to re-routing of extracellular glutamate

There were subtle, but statistically significant, changes in glutamate metabolism in Syn1-EAAT2 knockout mice, as evidenced by the increased $^{13}$C-labeling of glutamine and GABA from [U-$^{13}$C]glucose (Fig. 7). $^{13}$C-Labeling of glutamine from $^{13}$C-glucose, reflects glial uptake of extracellular (neuronal) $^{13}$C-glutamate to a high degree (Hassel et al., 1997). The increased formation of $^{13}$C-glutamine in the present study probably reflects increased proportion of extracellular $^{13}$C-glutamate moving into astroglial cells with subsequent conversion to glutamine in the absence of neuronal glutamate uptake. Similarly, the increased formation of $^{13}$C-GABA in Syn1-EAAT2 knockout mice could reflect increased dependence on uptake of extracellular $^{13}$C-glutamate into GABAergic neurons through EAAT3 glutamate transporters, with subsequent conversion of $^{13}$C-glutamate into GABA (Bjorn-Yoshimoto and Underhill, 2016).

4.4. Possible underestimation of neuronal EAAT2 expression

The strategy used in the present study to detect neuronal EAAT2 depends on the activity of the synapsin 1-Cre construction. Consequently, as the synapsin 1-Cre mice did not express Cre in the granule cells, our data are inconclusive with respect to the cerebellum.
Based on our own previous estimations of the distribution of nerve terminal uptake of D-aspartate (an EAAT substrate) in the hippocampus (Furness et al., 2008), we concluded that about 85% of the uptake occurred in terminals in the hippocampal synaptosome preparations. The 54% reduction observed here (Fig. 3) may imply that some terminals still expressed EAAT2 considering that Cre was not expressed in all neurons.

In the neocortex we observed the most efficient Cre-expression in layers IV and VI with intermediate efficiency in layer V and low efficiency in layers II and III. The reported levels of neuronal EAAT2 mRNA in the various neocortical layers have been reported to be: II and III < IV and V < VI (Berger and Hediger, 1998). Although the deletion did not comprise all neurons, the highest efficiency has been where most of the neuronal EAAT2 mRNA is. Nevertheless, it seems plausible that the glutamate accumulation in neocortical synaptosomes would have been even lower than the 46% reduction observed here if the deletion had taken place in all neurons.

Only a small proportion of striatal neurons were Cre-positive. However, striatum receives afferent fibers from the neocortex and from thalamus. Most of the corticostriatal fibers come from layer V, but some come from layers III and VI (Paxinos, 2004). Thus, the reductions in glutamate accumulation in striatal synaptosomes are probably due to loss of EAAT2 in these axon-terminals. This interpretation is compatible with electron microscopy data showing D-aspartate uptake into striatal terminals (Gundersen et al., 1996). Further, lesioning of the corticostriatal pathway reduces the synaptosomal glutamate accumulation in the
striatum to about 45% (Fonnum et al., 1981; Levy et al., 1995). This value is
similar to the value reported here, but in the former studies only cortical neurons
were ablated, while the present study involved both (but incompletely) neocortex
and thalamus. Unfortunately, our data are inconclusive with respect to the
cerebellum as the synapsin 1-Cre mice did not express Cre in the granule cells.

No attempts were made to detect remaining EAAT2 by means of
immunocytochemistry because EAAT2 is hard to detect in axon-terminals. This is
after all the reason why it went undetected for about 10 years despite being
searched for.

4.5. A widespread occurrence of EAAT2 in nerve terminals reconciles conflicting
data

The data presented here suggest that EAAT2 protein is expressed, and is
functional, in multiple classes of nerve terminals. This implies a widespread
expression of EAAT2 in neurons although the expression levels are lower than
those in astrocytes. This conclusion has been controversial, but it agrees well
with a large number of reports. For instance, EAAT2 eGFP BAC reporter mice
display high levels of EAAT2 promotor activity in most astrocytes, but also in
several neuronal populations (including 80% of the CA3 pyramidal cells), albeit
at considerably lower levels than in astrocytes (De Vivo et al., 2010). In-situ
hybridization studies also concluded that EAAT2 mRNA is present in several
neuronal populations (see the Introduction for references). Finally, several recent
studies report EAAT2 immunoreactivity in additional types of terminals (e.g. Arranz et al., 2008; Melone et al., 2009; Melone et al., 2011).

Although EAAT2 may be expressed in more terminals than is currently recognized, it should be kept in mind that some terminals do not express functional transporters. A clear example is the Calyx of Held synapse in the brainstem, which is large enough to permit patch-clamp recordings and thereby direct investigation (see: von Gersdorff and Borst, 2002; Billups et al., 2013).

4.6. Conclusions

(1) We reproduce results obtained with another EAAT2-flox line (Slc1A2tm1.1Pros; MGI: 5752263: Petr et al., 2015). Deletion of neuronal EAAT2 has minor impact on total EAAT2 levels and is thereby unlikely to impact the total glutamate uptake activity in the living brain. (2) Deletion of EAAT2 in neurons results in substantial reductions in glutamate uptake measured in synaptosome containing tissue homogenates from various brain regions. This strongly suggests that EAAT2 is functionally expressed in multiple types of nerve terminals and thereby not only in those projecting from hippocampal CA3 pyramidal cells to CA1. (3) Higher $^{13}$C-labelings of glutamine and GABA were found in Syn1-EAAT2 knockout mice, suggesting increased uptake of extracellular $^{13}$C-labeled glutamate into astroglia and GABAergic neurons, respectively. (4) The synapsin 1-Cre line does not express Cre in all neurons. While most hippocampal CA3 pyramidal neurons were Cre-positive, most of the cerebellar granule cells were negative. This raises the question if there are more
EAAT2 in neurons than we managed to detect here. (5) The data reported earlier (Petr et al., 2015) and those presented here may thereby represent underestimations of the contributions and tissue content of EAAT2 protein because of the limitations of the synapsin 1-Cre line.
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**Figure legends**

**Figure 1.** Schematic illustration of astroglial and axon-terminal fragments in a crude homogenate from wild-type (A) and Syn1-EAAT2 knockout mice (B). The astroglial membranes (black lines) have the highest density of EAAT2 molecules (black dots), but most of the membrane fragments fail to reseal. Thus glutamate (red asterisks) will only accumulate in a minority of them. In contrast, nerve terminal membranes (blue lines) have a higher probability of resealing leaving a higher proportion of them with active uptake. Thus, despite lower numbers of EAAT2 molecules, they are relatively dominant in the synaptosome assay explaining why deletion of the few percent of the EAAT2 expressed in neurons leads to a significant loss of glutamate accumulation in the synaptosomes.

**Figure 2.** Deletion of EAAT2 in neurons leads to reduced glutamate uptake activity in crude forebrain synaptosomes without reducing GABA uptake (A; n=3). Despite substantial reduction in transport activity, there is only mild reduction in total EAAT2 protein as determined by immunoblotting (B; Ab#8; 0.3 µg/ml). Also note that there is little or no reduction in EAAT1 (Ab#314; 0.1 µg/ml) or EAAT3 (Ab#371; 1 µg/ml). Further, there is no change in markers for nerve terminals (synaptophysin, 1: 1000; VGLUT1, 0.3 µg/ml and VGLUT2, 0.3 µg/ml). The reduced uptake activity was not due to the presence of Cre, as synaptosomes prepared from Cre mice can take equal amount of 3H-glutamate and 3H-GABA.
as that of its wildtype littermates (C; n =3). Immunoperoxidase labeling shows the dominant presence of astroglial EAAT2 in neuronal EAAT2 cKOs (D). scale bar 500 µm.

**Figure 3.** Crude synaptosome containing homogenates were prepared from different brain regions of Syn1-EAAT2 knockout mice (nKO) and their littermates (WT). Note that there are strong reductions in glutamate uptake activity (and not in GABA uptake activity) in several brain regions.

**Figure 4.** Low proportion of Cre-expressing cells in the cerebellum (Panels A-C) and striatum (Panel D) of synapsin 1-Cre mice crossed with Ai9 reporter mice. Cells in the Ai9 reporter mice start expressing red fluorescent tdTomato when Cre-mediated excision has taken place. Thus, if Cre has been sufficiently expressed at one point in time, the cells will stay red. Antibodies to neuronal markers NeuN (green; 1: 500; Panels A and D) and parvalbumin (Parv, green; 1 µg/ml; Panels B and C) were used to visualize neurons. Panel A: Very few, if any, granular cells (gr) were Cre-positive. Panels B and C: Also some of the parvalbumin positive (GABAergic) cells were Cre-negative. Arrowhead indicates a Cre-negative Purkinje cell. Panel D: The majority of the neurons in the striatum were Cre-negative. One of the few positive neurons is indicated (arrowhead). Blue DAPI labelled astrocyte nuclei are hard to see in these images. Scale bars: 50 µm in A and 20 µm in B-D.
Figure 5. Laminar Cre-expression in the neocortex of synapsin 1-Cre mice crossed with Ai9 reporter mice (see figure 3). Antibodies to neuronal markers NeuN (green; 1: 500; Panels A and B) and calbindin (Calb, green; 1 µg/ml; Panels C and D) were used to visualize neurons. Panels A-C: Note that large numbers of cortical neurons did not express Cre. Cre was mostly expressed in neurons in layers I, IV and VI. The lowest proportion of Cre-positive cells was found in layers II and III. Panel D: Several calbindin-containing neurons did not express Cre. Scale bars: 100 µm (A and C) and 20 µm (B and D).

Figure 6. Cre-expression in hippocampus of synapsin 1-Cre mice crossed with Ai9 reporter mice (see figure 3). Antibodies to neuronal markers NeuN (green; 1: 500; A-D) and parvalbumin (Parv, green; 1 µg/ml; E) were used to visualize neurons. Cre is present in some pyramidal cells (p) in CA1 (A and B), and is expressed a majority of pyramidal cells in CA3 (A and C). The tdTomato expression in the CA3 pyramidal cells (p) are hard to visualize due to the strong expression of tdTomato in the stratum lucidum (lu). However, a close look at panel C3 reveals a faint red color over the pyramidal cells. If they had been negative, then they would have been seen as black spots. This is clearly not the case for the majority of them. The strong expression in stratum lucidum is in agreement with the strong expression in the granule cells (gcl) in the dentate gyrus (DG: panels D and E). Also note that Cre is not expressed in parvalbumin-
positive interneurons in the dentate gyrus (E). Scale bars: 100 µm (A) and 20 µm (B-E).

**Figure 7.** Simplified scheme of $^{13}$C-glucose metabolism leading to $^{13}$C-labeling of amino acids and the increased uptake of glutamate into astrocytes and GABAergic neurons in the absence of EAAT2 in nerve terminals. A: Mice received uniformly $^{13}$C-labeled glucose, which has a higher molecular weight (m+6) than unlabeled glucose. Uniformly $^{13}$C-labeled glucose gives rise to uniformly $^{13}$C-labeled pyruvate with molecular weight m+3. Pyruvate equilibrates with alanine, giving rise to alanine m+3, and it enters the TCA cycle as acetyl-CoA, in which the acetyl group has a molecular weight of m+2, leading to formation of m+2 species of glutamate, GABA, glutamine, and aspartate. Abbreviations: $\alpha$-KG: $\alpha$-ketoglutarate; OA: oxaloacetate. $\alpha$-KG and OA are TCA cycle intermediates from which glutamate and aspartate are formed. B: Interpretation of data in Table 1: EAAT2 is silenced in glutamatergic nerve terminals, but uptake of $^{13}$C-labeled glutamate into astrocytes and GABAergic neurons is maintained, leading to greater formation of $^{13}$C-labeled glutamine and GABA. $^{13}$C-Labeling is indicated by an asterisk.
**Tables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Alanine</th>
<th>Glutamate</th>
<th>Glutamine</th>
<th>GABA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT (N=6)</td>
<td>32.7 ± 4.0</td>
<td>17.5 ± 1.8</td>
<td>11.6 ± 0.8</td>
<td>13.3 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nKO (N=4)</td>
<td>34.7 ± 5.3</td>
<td>19.5 ± 2.4</td>
<td>13.3 ± 0.4**</td>
<td>14.6 ± 0.6*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** $^{13}$C-Labeling of amino acids in hippocampus after i.p. injection of [U-$^{13}$C]glucose.

Mice that were fasted overnight received [U-$^{13}$C]glucose, 7.5 µmol/g bodyweight i.p., and were killed after 15 minutes. Values are percent $^{13}$C enrichment ± SD as calculated from the m+3 values for alanine and the m+2 values for glutamate, GABA, glutamine, aspartate. Alanine values reflect formation of [U-$^{13}$C]alanine from [U-$^{13}$C]pyruvate, which is derived from [U-$^{13}$C]glucose through glycolysis. M+2 values for the other amino acids reflect their labeling from [1,2-$^{13}$C]acetyl-CoA (which is formed from [U-$^{13}$C]pyruvate by pyruvate dehydrogenase), leading to formation of [4,5-$^{13}$C]glutamate and -glutamine, [1,2-$^{13}$C]GABA, and [3,4-$^{13}$C]- and [1,2-$^{13}$C]aspartate. Asterisks: difference from wild type animals; *: p=0.03; **: p= 0.004; two-tailed Student’s t-test.
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